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Data about international migration are bad



Different degrees of ‘badness of data’

I Stocks of migrants → based on census data,
not-too-bad

I Flows of migrants → come from surveys,
registration systems or indirect methods, but
often inconsistent → pretty bad

I Migration histories (residential history for the
same group of individuals over time) →
practically inexistent
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Web data can complement existing data sources

I Most of the work in this area has dealt with improving
estimates of flows:

I Geolocated Yahoo! logins (Zagheni, Weber and State 2012,2013)

I Geolocated Twitter data (Hawelka et al. 2014; Zagheni et al. 2014)

I Professional histories of LinkedIn users (State et al. 2014)

I Skype calls and networks (Kikas et al. 2015)

I Facebook logins (Hofleitner, Ruths et al.)

I · · ·

I One of the goals of my research is to combine
traditional and new data sources within a solid
statistical framework (see poster)

⇒ For this paper, the focus is on pseudo-migration
histories of Google+ users and on how countries are
clustered together by migration flows in different ways
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Google+ Data Set

I Data originally collected by Gabriel Magno in
2012 to study gender differences in online
social networks

I We considered the Google+ field (“Places
where I lived”) mapped to countries

I We used the subset of users who have lived in
at least 2 countries (n ≈ 1.6 million users).
270,000 users have lived in 3 countries.



No obvious relationship between pairs of countries

and triples of countries people have lived in
while, again, the distribution of bilateral migration flows is
identical.

Countries Lived In Bilateral Flows
A B C D
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1 M1 x x x (A,B), (A,C), (B,C)
M2 x x (A,D)
M3 x x (B,D)
M4 x x (C,D)

Sc
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io

2 M1 x x x (B,C), (B,D), (C,D)
M2 x x (A,B)
M3 x x (A,C)
M4 x x (A,D)

TABLE I: Two toy scenarios for four countries and four
migrants illustrating that observing migration corridors is not
sufficient to study migration clusters. In both cases, each
of the six possible migration corridors is observed exactly
once. However, the first scenario features the migration cluster
(A,B,C) whereas the second features (B,C,D).

In this paper, we contribute to the literature about migration
systems and show how new Web data can be used in the
context of classic theories of migration. At the same time,
the opportunities opened up by new data and Web science are
likely to stimulate the development of new theories that could
not be appropriately tested before.

This article is organized as follows. In Section II we provide
a review of the relevant literature. Section III describes the data
set of Google+ users that we analyzed. Section IV presents our
baseline model to estimate triadic groups of countries from
bilateral flows. Section V discusses those triads in which the
frequency of people who have lived in all three countries is
substantially higher or lower than what we would expect based
on bilateral flows. The last section summarizes our results and
offers some concluding remarks.

II. RELATED WORK

The study of human migration relies on accurate and up-
to-date information that is often not available. Traditional
demographic sources include censuses, population registers
and sample surveys. These data have been extremely useful for
improving our understanding of migration processes. However,
they are far from perfect. Reliable migration statistics, in
particular estimates of flows of migrants, are not directly
available for a number of countries. Thus these quantities are
often estimated indirectly. For example, Abel and Sanders
developed an approach to estimate the minimum sizes of
international bilateral flows that are consistent with available
estimates of stocks of foreign-born people [7].

The recent availability of geo-located Web data has stimu-
lated the development of new approaches to study international
migration. For example, Zagheni and Weber [8] and State
et al. [9] estimated international migration rates using IP-
geolocated data of millions of anonymized Yahoo users’
logins. These studies showed that it is feasible to estimate
international migration rates, at a large scale, from logins to a
website. They also pointed to important challenges related to
the fact that the sample is not representative of the underlying

population, and offered methodological contributions to deal
with selection bias [8, 10].

Zagheni et al. [11] and Hawelka et al. [12] have used geo-
located Twitter tweets data to estimate international migration
rates and trends. They showed that estimates of international
mobility rates are consistent with statistics about tourism [12].
When no official statistics are available for calibration, an
approach based on the ‘difference-in-differences’ technique
proved useful to reduce bias in the data and to estimate
trends [11]. Moreover, Twitter geo-located data have a lot of
potential for helping us understand the relationship between
internal and international migration.

State et al. [13] looked into LinkedIn data to investigate
trends in international labor migration. They estimated changes
in residence, over time, for millions of users, based on their
educational and professional histories reported on the LinkedIn
website. They found that, conditional on being an international
migrant with college education, the probability of choosing the
United States as the destination decreased during the period
from 2000 to 2012. This is partially related to the rise of
migration corridors in East Asia and the dot-com bubble, as
well as the great recession in the United States.

Recently, Kikas et al. [14] used data from the voice and
video call service Skype to study international migration and
its relationship to social network features. They found that
the percentage of international calls, the percentage of inter-
national links and foreign logins in a country, together with
information about GDP, could be used to produce relatively
accurate proxies of migration rates.

Network theory has been widely used to explain interna-
tional migration [3]. The main idea is that interpersonal ties
that link people in origin and destination countries reduce
the costs and risks of migration and increase the expected
returns to migration. The network theory of migration is very
powerful. However, the lack of comprehensive data about
social network connections among countries limit our ability
to test and refine theories that explain migrations in terms of
networks.

In this paper we contribute to this area by looking at a
previously untapped type of data source. We consider the
countries people have lived in. This information can only
be obtained from data on migration histories, which are
typically not available in sample surveys. When some data
exist, they are usually collected only for small regions of a
country. Data about countries in which people have lived are
potentially available for a number of social media services.
To our knowledge, nobody has used this type of information
to contribute to our understanding of international migration
in the context of networks. We thus hope that our paper may
stimulate more research in this area.

III. GOOGLE+ DATASET

We used the dataset of Google+ profiles that was collected
by Magno et al. [15] between March 23 and June 1, 2012.
The data set contains information for 160,304,954 Google+
profiles.



Illustrative example: a) More people have lived in

three countries than expected from bilateral flows

805︷ ︸︸ ︷
India - Singapore;︸ ︷︷ ︸

7,665

India - UAE;︸ ︷︷ ︸
17,584

Singapore - UAE;︸ ︷︷ ︸
1,970

I Baseline model:

Ranking forfreqABC ≈
min(freqAB, freqAC, freqBC)
×mean(freqAB, freqAC, freqBC)

- Expected ranking for people who have lived in the 3
countries based on bilateral flows of Google+ users =
# 682

- Actual ranking in Google+ data set = # 200



Illustrative example: b) Less people have lived in

three countries than expected from bilateral flows

1,386︷ ︸︸ ︷
Brazil - USA;︸ ︷︷ ︸

46,784

Mexico - USA;︸ ︷︷ ︸
67,065

Brazil - Mexico;︸ ︷︷ ︸
14,593

- Expected ranking for people who have lived in the 3
countries based on bilateral flows of Google+ users =
# 12

- Actual ranking in Google+ data set = # 80

- Conditional on the bilateral flows, we would have
expected more users to have lived in all the three
countries



Discussion

I Countries with similar bilateral flows may experience
quite different dynamics as a migration system...
Why?

I New types of data:

- Large samples (important for rare phenomena like
migrations)

- Qualitatively different information (migration
histories vs flows)

- Push for new theories

I Limitations:

- Google+ users are a non-representative sample
- Data quality issues

⇒ Combining traditional and new data sources is key




